


















・“Extracting patterns from transition of occurrence frequency of grammar 
items in a junior high school textbook.” APCLC（Asia Pacific Corpus 
Linguistics Conference） 2018．2018年９月.（高松：サンポートホール高松）
・“Partial scoring of reordering tasks: Maximal Relative Sequence by Excel.” 
2019 IEEE 2nd International Conference on Information and Computer 













































































































・“Nishida Kitarō’s ethics and public philosophy.” Society for Cultural 
Interaction in East Asia, the 10th Annual Meeting, City University of Hong 
Kong, 12-13 May 2018.
・“Miki Kiyoshi and virtue ethics: with a focus on Jinseiron nōto .” The 12th 
International Symposium for Japanese Language Education and Japanese 
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